Vesta's Royal Britannica collection features elements from the old world and traditional schools of thought. All hardware is masterfully produced by a Spanish artisan in a style that easily distinguishes it as beyond the ordinary. New for this year are two additional finishes which broadens the appeal of this truly unique line.

**COLLECTION NOTES:**
Vesta recommends additional brackets every 6-8 feet with this collection to properly support the weight of your treatment. For the purpose of quoting, we loosely figure 4 rings per foot - your drapery workroom can provide a more accurate quantity. Tube lengths exceeding 120" will incur significant additional freight charges. The collection's tube splice can be used to achieve longer spans - the required center bracket will help conceal the resulting seam.

**ABBREVIATION KEY:**
- **D** = diameter
- **H** = height
- **L** = length
- **P** = projection
- **W** = width
- **ID** = inside diameter
- **OD** = outside diameter

**AVAILABLE FINISHES:**
- **AN** = antique nickel
- **OB** = old black
- **PB** = polished brass
- **BN** = brushed nickel (tubing only)

**AVAILABILITY:**
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours

**MATERIALS:**
brass

**PRODUCT FAMILY:**
◆ Symphony in Brass

**SEE IT OR SHOW IT ONLINE AT:**
www.ivesta.com/sb-rb.html

**COMPONENT SPOTLIGHT**
Featured below is this collection's tieback base and Rigoletto rosette. As demonstrated in the illustration, the rosette tightens onto a long headless screw which slips through the sleeved stem and then threads into the base. Next, a stud screw is tightened into the other end of the base and is used to attach the completed tieback to a stud or other solid surface.

part no. 903010 (base) & 903617 (rosette)
Availability: in stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: AN, OB, PB | Materials: brass | Product Family: Symphony in Brass

FINIALS

A. Charlotte
#401030 - 2½"D, 2¾"L
*shown in PB

B. Anne
#401020 - 2¼"D, 2'L
*shown in AN

C. William
#401150 - 2½"D, 4½'L
*shown in PB

D. Elizabeth
#401070 - 2½"D, 3½'L
*shown in OB

E. Richard
#401140 - 2½"D, 4½'L
*shown in AN

F. Edward
#401040 - 2¾"D, 4¾'L
*shown in PB

G. George
#401120 - 2¾"D, 3¾'L
*shown in OB

ACCESSORIES

Charles Bracket
#402062 - 2½"D, 2¾"P
#402064 - 2¾"D, 4¼"P
#402066 - 2¾"D, 6¼"P

Henry Bracket
#402161 - 2½"D, 7¼"P

Henry Double Bracket
#402162 - 2½"D, 5⅛" & 9"P

Inside Mount
#402220 - 2¾"D, 1¾"L

End Cap
#401240 - 1¾"D, 1¼"L

Tube Splice
#408090 - 6"L

Plain Tubing
#408000 - 1¼"D
sold in 4'/6'/8'/10'/12' lengths

Reeded Tubing
#408020 - 1¾"D
sold in 4'/6'/8'/10'/12' lengths

Wand
#910100 - 39"L
#910125 - 49"L

Ring w/eye
#406012 - 2"ID, 2¼"OD

Hollow Ring
#406030 - 2"ID, 3"OD

Plastic Clip
#909100

Rigoletto Rosette
#903617 - 3'D

Tieback Base
#903010 - 1½"D, 3½"L

Dimensions shown beneath the hardware describe the physical characteristics of that item - IT DOES NOT REFER TO THE TUBE DIAMETER IT’S COMPATIBLE WITH.